
Veterans Boomers Gen X Gen Y / Millennials

Year of Birth Up to 1945 1946-1964 1965 - 1980 1981 - 2004

Characteristics Follow rules Independent Work/life balance is desired Thrive with flexibility

Savers Hard workers Efficiency = More free time Law-abiding

Patriotic Cause-oriented
Entrepreneurial:  want to find 

their own way to do it
Socially concious

Loyal Questions authority Stressed out; skeptical Masters at multi-tasking

Turned off by vulgarity
Turned off by political 

correctness
Turned off by clichés and hype

Turned off by being talked down 

to; disrespect

Strengths Strong work ethic Dedicated Adaptable Optimistic

Wealth of experience Good team members Technologically literate Technologically savvy

Disciplined and loyal Optimistic Independent Want to "win"

Duty-oriented Future-oriented Problem-oriented Global-oriented

Challenges
Reluctant to question 

conventional wisdom

Sometimes puts process before 

results

Skeptical; distrusts authority; 

less attracted to hierarchy

Face-to-face interpersonal skills 

lag behind electronic 

communication

Uncomfortable with workplace 

conflict

Uncomfortable with some 

conflict.  Ready to fight for 

others.

Want the freedom to volunteer 

on their own schedule

Need a sense of play and fun in 

the volunteer atmosphere

What Works
See how their actions affect the 

whole

Leadership can show them how 

they can make a difference

Let them do it "their way"; have 

very few rules

Show them how volunteerism 

helps with career and personal 

goals

Respect their experience and 

knowledge

Speak in open/direct style, but 

avoid controlling language

Informal works well; use bullet 

points to catch their attention

Pair them with an experienced 

mentor

Reward and recognize Reward and recognize Put them in smaller groups Lots of peer gatherings/fun

Be formal Give them the details Ask for and provide feedback Let them be hands-on

Work is work, not play Present them with options Keep them "in the loop" Get to the point

Their word is their bond Make them feel needed Keep up with technology Break the rules sometimes
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